
AN OPEN LETTER TO THE LBA BOARD OF DIRECTORS

OCTOBER 28, 2018


At the October 18th LBA Board Meeting, a very positive and helpful discussion was held to 
address multiple allegations against the Lake Bomoseen Preservation Trust (LBPT) and its 
Board members. However, since that time, incomplete and inaccurate Draft Minutes from this 
meeting have been presented by John Hale, who is both the Secretary of the LBA and the pri-
mary antagonist against the LBPT as well. As President of the LBPT, I therefore find it neces-
sary to correct the record and accurately document what I did and did not state in that meet-
ing.


Mr. Hale has accused the LBPT of multiple infractions over the past year, including: 1) delaying 
the contractual negotiations with CCI for the purchase/operation of the Weeder Program; 2) 
Interfering in purchase contract negotiations with Aquamarine (AM) for the procurement of 
Weeding equipment and 3) mis-appropriating the LBA mailing list and using it to solicit contri-
butions for the LBPT. A fourth allegation discussed was made by George Davis, who claimed 
that the LBPT had taken out advertisements soliciting funds and claiming to be the “official liai-
son” organization with the State of Vermont for Lake Bomoseen.


Regarding the first allegation of delaying purchase and CCI contract negotiations for the 
Weeder program, at the request of Davene Brown, I prepared a summary of email communica-
tions to document the factual process and timeline in the contract negotiation activities (see 
attached). While that document was distributed at the 10/18 Board meeting, Mr. Hale has cho-
sen not to include it in the Draft Minutes; nonetheless that summary details 8 emails indicating 
the timely involvement of the LBPT, with a concluding email from Doug Casella thanking the 
LBPT for “your quick turn around.” 


Regarding the second accusation of interfering in purchase contract negotiations with Aqua-
marine, it should be underscored that three members of the LBPT were also on the Water 
Quality Committee during this time (myself, Past President Ellen Oppenheimer and attorney 
Alan Rashes), and it has been repeatedly pointed out that we were performing our fiduciary 
LBA/WQC role in monitoring and questioning contract, purchase costs and equipment choice 
decisions. Further, while Ellen and her husband—VP of Marine Operations for a large shipping 
company—made several calls to Aquamarine to garner further information about the equip-
ment—and specifically the untested “bagging” system that had never been demonstrated to 
our Committee—there is absolutely no evidence—verbal or written—that these discussions 
had any involvement or impact on any LBA/AM contractual issues. Further, it is well known that 
any delays in the delivery of the Weeder equipment were solely the fault of Aquamarine them-
selves, who still have not delivered—as of this date—the third piece of equipment that had 
been promised.


Mr. Hale’s third allegation is that the LBPT—through prior LBA Board member Steve Moskowitz
—misappropriated and was using the LBA mailing list for soliciting funds from LBA members, 
an assertion vehemently denied by Mr. Moskowitz, as well as all of our LBPT Board. Despite 
the fact that neither Mr. Hale nor any other LBA member has received one solicitation from the 
LBPT via mail or email, this allegation continued throughout the summer.


Concerning George Davis’ claim that he “saw” an advertisement for the LBPT soliciting funds 
and calling itself the “official liaison with the State,” he has not been able to produce or name 
the publication within which this alleged ad was placed. As I stated in the 10/18 Board meet-
ing, the LBPT has spent no money on advertising whatsoever, nor have we taken out ads in 
any publications, but have used only Facebook and Front Porch Forum for limited local an-
nouncements.




Lastly, Mr. Hale inaccurately states in the 10/18 Draft Minutes that as President of the LBPT, I 
would require current joint LBPT and LBA members to resign from the LBA Board. In fact, it is 
not within my legal power nor ethical values as a Board President to tell people that they could 
or could not be involved in the Board of another organization, and I have no intention of at-
tempting such an un-democratic requirement. Further, it should be quite evident that my resig-
nation from the Water Quality Committee is over the inappropriate behavior and allegations of 
several members of the WQC, and not because I believe there is or was any conflict in roles 
from members of the LBPT, whose sole mission is identical to that of the LBA.


I believe that those present at the 10/18 Board Meeting left that meeting with the assurance 
that the LBPT is solely and positively focused on its mission: To Protect, Beautify and Improve 
the Environmental Quality of Lake Bomoseen, and that the previous level of trust with most 
LBA Board members has been re-established (thank you Tom Tully and Steve Bender for your 
comments to that effect). However, I remain deeply concerned that such allegations were made 
in the first place by persons in authority; that these allegations continued for most of the year; 
and that the Draft Minutes do not accurately reflect either the positive tenor of the October LBA 
meeting or the factual corrections that were made. It is evident that these persistent false alle-
gations have significantly affected relations between the two organizations, much to the detri-
ment of our lake community.


Sincerely,


Luca Conte

President

Lake Bomoseen Preservation Trust


